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April 7, 2021 

 

The Honorable Charles T. Canady  

Chief Justice Supreme Court of Florida  

500 South Duval Street  

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1927  

  

Re:  Fourth Quarterly Report – Special Committee to Improve the Delivery of Legal  

 Services  

  

Dear Chief Justice Canady:  

 

The Special Committee to Improve the Delivery of Legal Services has voted to approve several 

rule changes in concept.  The Committee is not recommending any rule changes at this time.  

However, the following concepts received unanimous approval: 

 

• Rule 4-5.4 should be amended to permit active nonlawyer ownership of law firms with 

restrictions.  

• The rules should not be amended to permit passive ownership of law firms.  

• The rules should be amended to eliminate the restriction on fee sharing with nonlawyers 

under Rule 4-5.4 and additional changes to relax or eliminate restrictions on referral fees, 

which may be subject to enrollment in a pilot program or Law Practice Innovation Lab 

(“the Lab” f/k/a the regulatory sandbox) should be considered. 

• The rules should be amended to allow for not-for-profit law firms.  

• Amend the advertising rules to streamline the rules and eliminate unnecessary processes 

or requirements. 

• Amend the advertising rules to eliminate the requirement that advertisements be filed 

with The Florida Bar prior to the lawyer’s first dissemination of the advertisement.  

Instead, filing would be voluntary with the lawyer receiving a safe harbor if the 

advertisement is found to be compliant. 

 

The concepts approved by the Committee were presented to the Board of Governors on February 

23, 2021.  The Board has appointed two members to serve as liaisons to the Committee.   

Again, these changes have been approved in concept only.  The Committee does not anticipate 

filing rule amendments with this Court at this time.  

 

The Committee also heard a preliminary report from a new subcommittee studying the Advanced 

Florida Registered Paralegal proposal crafted by the Florida Commission on Access to Civil 

Justice.  The preliminary recommendation is to implement some of the changes in the proposal in 

a pilot program or as part of the Lab.  No final action has been taken and discussion are 

continuing.
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The Committee also continues to discuss the Lab.  How the Lab would work, what concepts or 

changes would be included in the Lab and what data the Lab would gather are among the topics 

of discussion. 

 

This is the last quarterly report from the Committee.  The Committee’s final report will present 

the changes in more detail.    

 

If you have any questions or require further input, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

  

            Sincerely,  

            
            John M. Stewart, Chair  

            Special Committee to Improve the Delivery  

of Legal Services  

  

cc:  Board of Governors  

 

 


